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"... UNTIL YOU CAN DO IT YOURSELF."

By Captain Avalon of the Ashtar Command

"Thank you, Beloveds of the Light, for letting me speak a few moments with you. At this time our ships are circling this Earth and holding her on a steady course. You do not realise what an absolutely beautiful planet this is upon which you all live. It will be known in the New Age as the Green Emerald, and it will be the planet in this system, next to Neptune, which will be a lovely place to visit. It will truly be the Garden of Eden once again. We are here to protect that image of beauty for you until you can do it yourself.

"We have spoken of the axial shift. New lands will arise and old ones go down. The Earth will again return to its original geological formations of the land mass and the water element. This blessed planet has been through much pain and suffering. It has gone through great adversity because of the density of thought and feeling for aeons by humans on its surface. This planet, too, must evolve progressively through the rounds of soul development, the same as any individual and all life on this planet, it, too, descended from Spirit and to Spirit it must return.

From Max Heindel's "The Rosicrucian Cosmo-Conception"
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"We study the effects of the thought waves and emotional energies of mankind, which become thought forms creating grid patterns in the atmosphere of Earth, and for the most part these energies are discordant. These grids move in undulating currents of discordant energy similar to the ocean currents as they move across the seas. An individual can get tangled in this net-like grid by opening himself or herself to uncontrolled negative emotions and destructive thoughts. When negative thought and emotion are combined and sent forth, they will entangle the sender in this net, as well as pulling the object of its attention into it, providing that the receiver is caught off guard. It is also along these undulating currents that those of the black arts, those skilled in thought perversions and thought control, use to constantly send out anti-Christ vibrations. I wish to express a visual picture to you so you can disentangle yourself from the net.

EMOTIONAL CONTROL, AND HOW TO ACHIEVE IT

"Not many people are discerning and discriminating when it comes to their own emotions and thought. Many times the thought they think is not truly theirs but has been projected along this vast network. Millions of human beings are caught in this grid like insects in a spider's web.

"Now, how can you extricate yourself? First of all, place your attention and visualize the Christ directly above you. Then place yourself in a huge sphere of white fire. See this sphere extending at least nine feet in diameter around you and interpenetrating and consuming this grid within this sphere. Ask the Angelic Hosts, as Ascended Master, or to one of us from other worlds, to completely cut you free from this net. Then see a steely blue pyramid of living flame of protection about you and enclosing this white sphere. I would suggest that you chant a mantra for your protection and freedom from projected negative thought and feeling. Ask for forgiveness and ask that all distorted energy you send out be drawn off from the other person, place, condition or thing and be purified. Next, promise your-selves that you will not engage in gossip, criticism, condemnation nor judgment to any part of life ever again. Finally, send out unconditional Love to all offended life. This will take a little practise; but it can be done; and you can do it -- if you want to be free!

"Ladies and gentlemen, there are physical devices operating constantly around the world. These are known as LFRs (Low Frequency Rays or ELF or ELF-wave generators). These devices are situated around the globe by the negative powers and directed to any particular city or country they wish. These are negative vibrations which affect the brains of mankind and of animals. When these devices are tuned to a certain frequency, they can make the people very complacent and even zombi-like. In this way, you see, any civilization can be conquered without bloodshed.

"You need us. The increasing pressures on people by the powers in control in the worlds of finance, banking, economics, communications, energy, etc., keep your attention focussed on your problems. You see
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the supply you work so hard for being evaporated by the rising costs and interest rates. You see no hope of extricating yourself from these depressing tensions. All news is depressing; so put it out of your mind because much of it is too frightening to contemplate. To exculpate, you can lose yourself in the hypnosis of television and let the stupid, insane negative energies be absorbed in your aura, etheric body and subconscious. Others lose their thinking thoughts in loud, discordant music, which eventually destroys cells within the body and breaks down its immunity to disease. Of course it is needless to talk about the dangers of drugs of every kind, including alcohol.

THE ACTION OF THE LIGHT NULLIFIED

"What I am saying is that your physical body and aura were designed to out-picture the Christ and the Light of the Christ while in the physical embodiment. All of these foreign substances entering the body and the negative projections impinging upon your very Soul itself, nullify the action of the Light to expand through your cellular structure. What, in effect, we see below us is millions of human beings on a treadmill going from one problem to another. They are born, grow up, marry, have children, grow old and 'die'. The average person has not even balanced his or her karmic debt within the span of 60-70 years. How monotonous!

"No wonder the myth of going to heaven after 'death' and doing nothing is so appealing to the masses! And you call this living? You call this life? But this is exactly what those negative forces in control want you to believe.

"We wish that we could right now have acceptance by the humanity of this planet. We wish we could come now and lift your burdens and dry your tears, and take away your suffering. Our hearts, too, are filled with compassion. But our hands are tied. We have sought for years within this century to prepare all of you for a beautiful world that certainly is coming. Had we had our own way, we would have landed openly long, long ago. However, your office of Intelligence and certain other members of your government have done a successful job of placing us as Unidentified Flying Objects and outright denying our existence.

"We need on this Earth plane all the eyes, ears and hands we can get. We too need publicity. We come in Peace. We come in Love. Let us enter your Life.

"I thank you. The Love and Protection of our loving Father and Mother Lords be around you. I am Captain Avalon of the Ashtar Command." (From the "Rainbow Kay Focus" Open Letter, Sept-Oct 1983, Drawer 1188, Sedona, California 86336. Phone 602-282-3427)

Sage advice on freeing one's self from the treadmill of physical existence is in Lao Tse's 45-min discourse through Mark Probert, "Life is Magic", Cassette tape and transcript, $7.00
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THE MOST EXCITING AND CHALLENGING SUBJECT IN THE WORLD

From the Sept-Oct 1969 Journal
By Mrs. R.B.J.

"I would hardly know where to begin to give you information on the Martian, and several other men and women from other planets with whom we have been in contact, because of the many facets of the subject, and also because of the fact that I am not a writer.

"My late husband and I have spent years in research into metaphysics, from all angles, and were particularly fortunate in the fact that we had our own research laboratory and engineering building, with fine equipment, which made it possible to carry on experiments not possible for the average person. Added to that was the fact that my husband was a brilliant physicist and inventor, with a tremendous urge to go forward into unexplored reaches of science -- especially into anti-matter, fields of electro-magnetism and planes of nature above the three-dimensional physical -- and since he had his own business there was no one to stop him from working on these projects. Add to this the enthusiasm of such men as John Otto ( who designed and made successful use of a light-beam communicator for space contact) and George Van Tassel and others, the whole universe of nature seemed to lie before him and he loved the challenge."

PLANES OF NATURE: The Seven Sub-Levels of the Physical World, from Max Heindel's "The Rosicrucian Cosmo-Concepcion"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Etheric Region</th>
<th>7th Region Reflected Ether, Memory of Nature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>or</td>
<td>6th Region Light Ether, Medium of Sense Perception</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire Region</td>
<td>5th Region Life Ether, Medium of Propagation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4th Region Chemical Ether, Medium of Assimilation and Excretion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Chemical Region | 3rd Region or Gases |
|                | 2nd Region or Liquids |
|                | 1st Region or Solids |

"When we first contacted the man from the Red Planet my husband was unimpressed. He was courteous but firm in the statement that he would appreciate Red's proving his mental and scientific superiority to us. Red patiently did this, by calling attention to several little-known things about our planet which we checked and found to be correct, and then by telling us of magnetic fields around our earth which science had not as yet discovered, but did a few years later. He described an unusual type telescope used on Mars, which is quite understandable now that we know about laser beams."
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"We even took the trouble to go back to the University of Chicago to study nuclear physics and found that science knew little of the magnetic fields Red spoke about. Their existence was verified two years later by the discovery of the Van Allen belts. Since then we have had frequent contact with Red and he has become a very, very good friend -- one who advises us, teases us, teaches us whenever we ask for scientific data, and deplores sadly the condition of our world today. Red's knowledge is far, far ahead of ours, especially in the field of mental power and the transformation of matter from the Third to the Fourth dimension and back again, by will or by instrumentation! This last is the basis for their approach to us; for they come either in space ships or by projection, and Red often says to us, 'I can't stay any longer; I'm a human being you know; and I've got work to do. I'm not like your other friends here.'"

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN OBJECTIVE AND SUBJECTIVE EXISTENCE

The Martian was referring to the earth friends of our Chicago Associate who had passed on and were no longer involved in physical plane living, but they were also exchanging ideas through the medium or channel. Here again is one of the greatest problems in understanding for the Flying Saucer researcher, to distinguish between an earth human who has "died" and is living a subjective existence on the Astral plane, and a human being from a life-stream on another planet who has not "died" but is still living an objective existence on the physical-etheric place of his home planet. Because of the limitations of our five senses such types of beings are normally invisible and inaudible to us. They must either materialize a temporary form or use a human medium if they would communicate with us -- unless we have the abstract level of mind developed. Then the would-be communicator can merge his or her mind with ours and dictate material directly. Call it Cosmic mediumship.

Our Founder-Director, Meade Layne, came up against this problem in the late 1940s in his Flying Saucer research and had it clarified by Ramon Natalli of the Inner Circle, with the overlapping circle diagram at the right: "Physically considered, these 'planes' are distinguished by varying rates of vibration; spiritually considered they are varying states of consciousness," said Natalli.

"Substance as earth man knows it takes on the tangibility suited to earth consciousness on the lower etheric, and it is from this region that your sky phenomena burst into view, and also your psychic phenomena. At death, man's sojourn in the lower etheric is very short lived. But he does not enter the higher etheric, going right on through it with no consciousness of it, to the lower Astral. Later, and depending on his mental activity, he enters the higher spheres of the..."
astral. But in order to make any contact other than mental, he must make it through and by the lower etheric." (From BSRF no. 5, "The Ether of Space" by Meade Layne, $1.50)

A JEALOUS, POSSESSIVE WIFE ON MARS?

"Red says he can come any time we really need and call for him, but it is a little difficult at times because it involves his going into his room in his Martian home, lying down and projecting himself to us -- which sometimes causes trouble at home, just as it would at your house. So you see, all this would be a little difficult to explain in an article in your Journal."

No, it's understandable that Martian women wouldn't be that different, and would have little enthusiasm for their husbands gallivanting around the solar system, hobnobbing with alien women on another planet! Mrs. R.B.J. need only ask herself how she would feel with her husband in deep trance for hours and gone who knows where.

Solar system travel will be one of the more esoteric sports of the New Age predicted by Captain Avalon, as Aquarians try out their new-found mental powers. In her book, "The Fifth Dimension" Vera Stanley Alder has this to say about it: "The hope of setting up communication with life outside the earth's radius will become an ever-growing desire. . . No instruments or machines will avail them. They will finally realise after many generations have been practising various forms of mind-control, that if a group of people could project their minds together as one mind to the particular planet they wish to contact, the channel formed would be strong enough to act as a 'television' allowing them to gain admittance by mental wireless as it were, to the planet, and impress their own visit upon the life there as well. This 'magic' of the future will become so absorbing and dangerous a game that many will unfortunately lose their minds over it, thus adding to the subtle mental diseases of the day. Like spiritualism, this practice will be bitterly opposed because the wrong people are able to take part in it."

"You ask, 'What means of communication?'" continues Mrs. K.B.J. in her letter to us in 1969. "Let me say that in our first search for contact we tried every means of approach. Using a light beam was rather successful but the messages were too fast and irrelevant. The success we did achieve came when we attempted to meet them on their own level, and found that to a great extent the people from other planets operate on the Fourth Dimension. By will or by instrumentation they change their ship and themselves to the Fourth Dimension on their own planet, them move without regard to space or time to
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their destination. By changing back to the Third Dimension they become visible to us. Red says that man, as a human, three-dimensional being, cannot survive in true, deep space -- beyond the Moon."

As some of you Associates know, all of the above agrees with what we have been told through Mark Probert by the Inner Circle, and is discussed in great detail in BSRF No. 3, "The Coming of the Guardians", by Meade Layne, 90-page mimeo book, illustrated, $4.00. Blavatsky, Heindel and other occultists teach that the Earth and the Moon share one Etheric double. Thus the lower Quarternary of the personality, Physical-Etheric, Emotional and Concrete Mind could hold together for the Apollo trips and Moon landings; but outside of that protective field, and into the Abyss beyond the Moon, no.

"So we found that Red could talk to us through a sensitive or medium, as do many other people we know who have died and are on a higher plane. I believe he operates on one of the four higher physical ethers or from the Astral plane. He always says he comes on a higher dimension. Red is not unique in this approach. A fine scientist from Venus, named Electra, is instructing us on some electronic projects; and there are others -- all people of wonderful mental and moral advancement -- far above our own. Now, how can we put all this in print? I can just hear the laughter.

THE BAD GUYS ARE MISUSING IT ANYHOW!

"You spoke about the development of a psychic microphone and related extra-sensitive electronic equipment which Electra might help develop. That's the work I wish we could do. My husband and I worked for two years on a device to bring through information from higher realms. We were very successful, and in our enthusiasm shared some of our information with a friend. He immediately set himself up in business to teach 'a complete course in Black Magic and in training the mind to dominate others, for profit!' So you see it simply isn't possible!!!! Electra is helping us in the development of some very specialized electronic equipment creating energy fields for healing. But we don't dare let the Bad Guys misuse it.

"About the Astronauts landing on the Moon, Red has made these comments: When we set foot on the Moon we are completely under Universal Law and the laws of the Lunar Lords, who will deal with us with authority! If our Astronauts explore the Moon in peace they will meet the scientists in the laboratories there; for there are space bases and laboratories beneath the ground on the Moon.

"We had a long discussion on ways of reaching Mars -- hopefully without the Astronauts having to resort to a change in dimension. But Red said they had explored many techniques but found this change to the Fourth Dimension the best for deep space travel. He tried to explain how this is done but it is quite involved. It takes into consideration the Identity Potential. I have a lot on this from others, too.

"First, I think we're going to have to learn more about levi-
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tation as the Atlanteans used it. They were specialists in the Sun Cycle of Supreme Energy, the return cycle of which involved levitation, set against and opposing gravitation. This is, as you probably know, explained in the book 'A Dweller On Two Planets', page 65-66. I think it is tremendously important, the explanation by Phylos. (Capt. Bruce Cathie also has some interesting observations on Time, Space, Gravity and Levity in his books 'Harmonic 33', 'Harmonic 695', 'The Pulse of the Universe', and his latest 'The Bridge to Infinity, Harmonic 371244'.)

"I would be glad to share any other material with you, that would be interesting and 'helpful to man', which is Red's plea. But I definitely do not want my name mentioned or inferred in any way. This is positive! Our small group is esoteric and would die a thousand deaths if they knew I was giving you this information, unless you gave your promise that the information would be used with compassion and understanding. Wish you and your wife did live close so we could talk together.

"Please let me compliment you on your Journal, which has been of great interest to all of us. I glory in your daring to think on every subject and in such a universal manner."

Mrs. R.B.J., Chicago, Ill.

There was no further information from Mrs. R.B.J. and we lost touch with her when she did not renew her subscription to the Journal. In any event, relevant information on levity would not be forthcoming for fear of its misuse by the authorities and/or punitive action against the informant who released it "for the benefit of mankind". We have more than enough destructive equipment to blow ourselves to smithereens now; so why should the Guardians of the race allow any more to be developed -- to add to the munitions makers' profit?

Phylos, an Ascended Master, presumably is a member of the Occult Hierarchy of the planet, freeing himself from the Wheel of Rebirth back in the 1870s. "I have said that the Atlans recognized Nature in its entirety to be Deity externalized," he wrote through his medium, Fred Oliver. "Their philosophy asserted that force moved, not in straight lines but in circles, that is, so as always to return to itself. If the dynamism operating the universe acts in circular progression, it follows that an infinity of increase in vibration possible to One Substance is an untenable concept. There must be a point in the circle where extremes meet and run round again, and this we find between cathodicity and magnetism. As vibration
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brought substance into the realm of light, it must carry it out. It does so. It conveys it into what the Poseidi termed 'Navaz, the Night Side of Nature', where duality becomes manifest, cold opposes heat, darkness light, and where positive polarity opposes negative, all things antipodal. Cold is as much a substantial entity as heat, and darkness as light. There is a prism of seven colors in each white ray of light; there is also a septuple prism of black entities in the blackest gloom -- the night is as pregnant as the day.

GRAVITY IS LIGHT, LEVITY IS DARK

"The Poseid investigator thus became cognizant of wondrous forces of nature which he might bend to the uses of mankind. The secret was out, the discovery being that attraction of gravitation, the law of weight, had set over against it the 'repulsion of levitation'; that the first belonged to the Light-side of Nature, and the second to Navaz, the Night-side; that vibration governed the darkness and the cold. Thus Poseid, like Job of old, knew the path to the house of darkness and the treasures of the hall (cold). Through this wisdom Atlantis found it possible to adjust weight (positiveness) so evenly that no 'tug of war' was manifest. This achievement meant much. It meant aerial navigation without wings or unwieldy gas reservoirs through matching strength to the attraction of gravitation. That vibration of the One Substance governed and composed all realms was a discovery which solved the problem of the conveyance of images of light, pictures of forms, as well as of sound and heat, just as the telephone thou knowest so well conveys images of sound, only in Poseid no wires or other sensible connection was required in the use, at whatever distance, of either telephone or telephotes, nor even in caloriveyance, that is, heat conduction.

"To digress a little, it is to the employment of these and the higher forces of the Night-side that seemingly magic feats of occult adepts, from the Man of Nazareth down to the least Yogi, are indebted for their possibility.

"And now let me close this chapter by saying that when modern science shall have seen its way to the acceptance of the Poseidonc knowledge herein outlined, physical nature will no longer possess any hidden recesses, any penetratio, for the scientific investigator. Not earth, air, the depth of the seas nor those of interstellar space will hold secrets from that man who approaches from the Godward side, as did Poseid. I do not say that Atl knew the very all; it knew more than this day has yet uncovered, but not all. Yet the search commenced by them might be continued now by thee, for America, my people, thou wert of Atlantis. Of either, I can sing, 'My country, 'tis of thee'."

We quote from a 1924 edition of this American occult classic, originally published in 1894, and still in print and available at occult book stores. DeVorss & Co., PO Box 550, Marina del Rey, California 90291 carries it at $8.95 paperback and $14.95 hardcover, "A Dweller On Two Planets, by Phylos"
THEY LIVE IN THE SKY
by Trevor James Constable
Pertinent Excerpts From A
Flying Saucer Classic Of
The 1950s, Part II

One night at about ten o'clock I was reading Keyhoe's "Flying Saucer Conspiracy" with some care to details of one particular chapter. Suddenly, I was seized by an overpowering impulse, which I now realise was a tremendous thought impression, to pick up a pen and write. Obeying the impulse I picked up a pencil and began writing on the cover of a paper back book, the only thing handy on which I could make a mark.

My arm was impelled and controlled by an unseen force and I wrote a scrawl which was largely unintelligible across the back of the book. At the bottom of the cover I distinctly wrote the word "discontinue", at which time the force on my arm was released just as though a switch had been thrown.

I discussed this happening with my wife, who was somewhat startled. I stood in the middle of the floor gesticulating and was giving vent to my amazement, when a similar force was exerted upon my head, drawing it upwards and backwards with surprising power.

By a great effort of will I was able to return my head to the normal position. The moment I ceased willing it there the force drew it upwards and backwards once more. Suddenly, as before, the force cut off as though switched and my puzzlement was now doubled. I discussed it briefly with my wife and a few minutes later had an overwhelming desire to go outside. Not wishing to further alarm my wife, I made the excuse that I had to go outside and move the car.

As I moved to the door my right hand rose to the knob by this self-same force and closed around it. Once again, I could will it to my side. I turned my body slightly so that the left hand was nearer to the knob and it too rose and grasped the knob without any conscious effort on my part.

I went outside and descended the stairs. Immediately upon reaching the bottom of the stairs, the force seized upon my whole body and I was propelled like a mechanical man down the street, halting at the corner. My body was spun around in a neat military right turn and I walked to the end of the block. Here again I was stopped, spun in yet another right turn and propelled in the same manner right around the block. Returning to the entrance to my apartment, the force once again was removed as though it had been switched off.

Inside, I thought deeply about this entire process, not knowing what to conclude, since no communication of any kind had reached me.
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other than the unintelligible scrawl on the book cover. All I could think was that this had been some kind of a test. Today, of course, I look upon it as nothing more or less than an attempt to gain complete control of me, with disaster averted only by my absolutely inflexible resolve to remain master in my own house.

CONSCIOUS MEDIUMSHIP, THE BEST KIND

After awhile I went to bed. Hardly in bed five minutes, I suddenly found my entire vocal mechanism functioning involuntarily and through it, intelligent words and phrases were being conveyed to me. I did not hear voices, either at this time or at any other subsequent time, but rather listened to my own speech mechanism, which was being used as the agency to communicate with me. The message as best I can recall went something like this: "I am Ash­tar, I greet you from Schare (Shuh-ree) your interest in our cause is well known and we would like you to help us. Would you be willing to do so?"

The message then conveyed some intelligence to me concerning a theory of mine on the UFO which proved my theory both incorrect and potentially dangerous to me. I therefore felt that this initial communication, containing such a warning with intimate knowledge of the subject concerned, was indeed genuine.

However, I was still greatly disturbed by the entire happening, even though I had sought to make contact with more than a little devotion. I had the innerfeeling that all might not be what it seemed. Because of this, I sought out a kind gentleman greatly learned in occult matters and related my experience to him.

From this man I obtained certain secret information concerning the protection of oneself during telepathic contact, since all who seek to contact one by telepathy may not be spacemen! This, my first contact with the world outside the purely physical was a jolt to me. Reared in Christian Science, I was not prepared for any of these things and least of all for the concept of aggressive forces in the unseen worlds.

These few vital minutes with this remarkable man were probably the most important of my life. Without the advice I received and the knowledge to which I was made party in my own need, I would no doubt have been in serious danger. At this point, as I see it now, although I could not see it then, I was about half ready. In the weeks and months that followed I was able to appreciate that all beings, or intelligences, who circle our globe, or dwell near it, in high performance craft are not tall, handsome spacemen, free of dental caries and possessed of long, golden hair. Nor are all these intelligences governed by a desire to uplift humanity. There are benign beings -- and there are others -- whose morals, ethics, purposes and allegiances are the antithesis of all that a Christian man holds dear. There are still others, not human, who are probably not even conscious of our presence. (To be continued with Ashtar's communications to Trevor James in 1957)
VIM, FLYING LESSONS FOR MANKIND
APPROACHING NIAGARA FALLS IN A DUGOUT

Lia Delissant Extrapolates on the Lecture-Music Presentation Made at the U.S. Psychotronic 1983 Convention in Portland
Conclusion

At question is whether and to what extent it is VIM's purpose to persuade, rather than just offer. Before the Conference I saw VIM as merely deprogramming and emotional unification plus some key instruction, for those already convinced of infinite potential but feeling uncertain how to start manifesting it. After Tom's reminding of the mind-link priority, plus the aspect of us as mere waves upon the ocean of One-being, plus the above messages, plus one other consideration, I'm not so sure.

The other consideration is: What's really happening in the scientific revolution we hope is about to succeed? My impression is that as a race we're creating the truths we pretend we're discovering. This principle-- which may be the most fundamental, only immutable or "true" one we're to discover-- would fit in well with Tom's "60%" warning: if you want a friend to operate outside a certain sime radius of where it was built, better build a new one in the new locus. The point I got was that reality (or our form of illusion) wasn't there yet. We have to put it there, with our thinking or desire. If we want rules (the "laws" and theories we call science), we will formulate them and reality will obey as soon as they have appealed to enough of us to get voted in (by a belief, or concensus ignoring contradictions, for example). But it obeys because of our own power or natures, as springing from the same infinite potential. The infinite potential itself has no rules. Those who are able to do siddhis and thus qualify for me as authorities in real knowledge of matter and energy-- keep telling Jan-Feb 1984 RR, Page 12
us that it is our perceptions themselves, which produce both. Include an energized, focussed image—as of something desired—as a "perception", and you have a formula in the best tradition of Huna, the Kabbalah, and a great many mystery schools.

(E) The fact that we can create like that may mean that all we're creating is illusion. I haven't seen anyone grapple with that possibility in much depth.

At any rate, maybe our Universe presently holds still long enough to seem dissectible (we call it "study" or observation) mainly because we haven't gotten together with enough of its other inhabitants to alter its ground rules.

The "vote" quality of our supposed Universe helps me reconcile the need for intense theorization—as from Bohr to Bearden—with the fact of idiots bending spoons, playing Rachmaninoff, flying through churches, and healing or killing at a glance or 50 paces, by mere fiat. Physical reality is itself evolving as a function of our understanding, or at least our desires plus data we admit. If we've developed the sorts of minds that must be satisfied as part of the Universal Being's creative process, then they must be satisfied before physicality can take its next step. The
idio savant being also a wave on the infinite ocean, makes no side trips through understanding or world-formation, and just DOES it. But ze does not personally change the course of an overall physical evolution such as our species' or our universes's. Thinking such as our distinguished USPA speakers', might.

So the way a physical reality might go becomes function of a vote? (I guess that makes me shudder. But then, it's always simple to leave.) ---of convincing, persuading, "proving", communicating, entraining... all may well be more central to the VIM purposes than I had hoped. I experience trying to "win someone over" as an abridgement of my own freedom. Not immediately, perhaps, but in the long run the attempted abridgement of erz (right to think and be as ze pleases), comes back as obligation. It actually seems more to me the glorious manifestation of free will, that about 80% of mankind may choose to go over Niagara for another 25 thousand years of imprisonment.

This brings up to keep in sight that improving Earth, civilization, or even our powers over matter and energy, may not be synonymous with true freedom or fully compatible with the seeking
of it. Easterns often equate freedom only with desirelessness, but that too seems to overlook the obvious. To judge from Erz little likenesses and their activities all about, outside and in us, God is practically made of desire. To build, to surprise, to hypothesize, to incite and satisfy the curious; to move, to drama, to dream, to beautify, to uglify; to know, in all its ultimate permutations and combinations.

Perhaps at some other point God rests. (There's much evidence for this too, although there's evidence for everything since all is either possible or illusion.) The Great Pulsation, big banging from infinite not-yetness to an apogee of everythingness and back again. (Speak about breath--!) From the principle that energy is an n-way street, never monodirectional, the pulsation is probably going in both directions at once--again pointing to an essence that would be illusion in our terms. The data suggests that our terms are illusion in its, though, so peace.

The anti-Eastern idea that it is also part of God's freedom to mat-demat, play games, get caught up and forget "I was just pretending" or in fact to forget "I",--to create beautiful, intense and hypoglycemically convincing theatre--is what saves me from toboggan deflation while yet allowing me some overview and sense of pipelining to eternity. (It even allows me horribly mixed metaphors.)

The toboggan is our joyous, headlong plunge into what we anticipate as a major paradigm shift for humanity. For me the reality in question, which both our Fossil and Foundation sciences now contend to describe, is only a hypothesis, one possibility; and likewise hypothetical is the question of what we are doing. Both are taking place on about a solar logos scale, if that's any consolation har har, and my life as Lia is strongly committed to affecting the outcome.
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THE WORLD POWER GRID SYSTEM, PART III

By Riley Hansard Crabb

It has been determined by triangulation that Russian scientists and technicians have built three huge Tesla Magnifying Transmitters (TMTs) in northern Europe. First information on this came from Danish communication authorities. One TMT is at Riga, capital of Latvia on the Baltic Sea. Another is at Gomel, 100 miles south of Moscow, and the third is at Kiev in the Ukraine. Note that Kiev(4) is located on one of the vortex crossing points on the Master Grid or Ley lines. (See Sinkiewicz Grid chart, page 10, Sept-Oct RR)

In his confidential report to leaders of Western nations back in 1977, Dr. Andrija Puharich pointed out the significance of the locations of those three TMTs. Russian physicists may be experimenting with the creation of a particle beam "wall" to protect Moscow from missiles launched from Europe or the United States.

These transmitters have been broadcasting night and day without letup since 1976. The frequencies used are in the Extreme Low Frequency range (ELF waves) of 1 to 20 Hertz or cycles-per-second. I have no difficulty picking them up at night at my home in Vista on a little DX-55 Radio Shack Short Wave Receiver ($49.50), and in the daytime, too, with added amplification. Lecture halls, especially with fluorescent lighting which produces neutralizing static, presents a problem for demonstration; so I have a cassette recording of the infamous Russian "woodpecker". It comes in at 5.340 Megahertz on the Short Wave band. That's the carrier wave or, as Bob Beck calls it, "the taxicab. The passenger is the ELF rate". This rate sounds like a woodpecker. This is supposed to alter our state of consciousness by causing panic and/or riots in the unsuspecting individual. I suppose Russian biologists have selected this rate after considerable clinical testing on animals and humans. I asked Ed Skilling to check the "woodpecker" on his high resolution frequency counter. It was 9.49 Hertz.

"Do you think they are achieving it?" asks a lecture guest.

"Doesn't look like it, does it?" I reply, though such a rate is said to effect 25 to 30% of our population -- those with a low level of emotional control. Here's a good example of it from the Sunday "Oregonian", July 24, 1983, clipped from the paper in Portland when I was attending the U.S. Psychotronics Association Convention on the campus of the University of Portland: "New York (AP) Hundreds of marauding youths swept out of Central Park after a free concert by Diana Ross, slashing and mugging people in their path down an avenue in midtown Manhattan. The swarming youths blanketed
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the area along Eighth Avenue between 59th Street, at the corner of the park, and 40th Street, site of a major bus terminal near Times Square, for nearly two hours Friday night before police were able to control them, said Gerard Kerins, assistant chief of the Manhattan North Precinct.

"They struck like lightning," Kerins said, adding he did not believe the youngsters were part of any organized gang. "They were just a bunch of kids raising hell and ripping people off." Mario Suriani said he heard 'a roar' between 8:30 and 9 p.m., and looked out his apartment window onto Eighth Avenue to see 'an entire street filled with kids running south. When anyone was in the way they would surround them and rob them. In 30 seconds I saw them overwhelm three or four people and grab things from them."
THE "H" FACTOR GOES THROUGH EVERYTHING

"Dont these broadcasts affect the Russian people too?" asked one of the guests.

"Yes, more than they do us in a way. Three crop failures in three years because of weather tampering or side effects -- not to mention the depressed state of most of the older people." Though Bob beck says that the ELF frequencies of the Russians are keyed more to our 60 cycle electric house current, rather than their own 50 cycle current; nevertheless, Beck reminded his listeners at Atlanta in 1978 that the "H" factor in the magnetic wave goes through ANYTHING! He proved this to Dr. Andrija Puharich's satisfaction at Doc's home in Ossining, New York before it was burned down by government agents. Puharich had a sophisticated Faraday cage there, designed to filter out all electro-magnetic waves, but certain ELF frequencies came through into the cage.

"Is our government taking any countermeasures against these low-frequency broadcasts?"

In his newsletter for his "Planetary Association For Clean Energy", Professor Michrowski of Ottawa, Canada had information about a counterwave transmitter being erected near Seattle, Washington. Puharich says that another one has been erected in South Africa. At the Psychotronics Association in Golden, Colorado in 1982 he told me that eight nations are now engaged in psychic warfare, and ELF wave transmissions designed specifically to alter human consciousness are part of that Armageddon.

"Do you know who those nations are?"

"Puharich didn't say and I didn't ask. We know that Russia and the United States are, certainly. During a call from one of our Chicago Associates last fall, he mentioned that the French have identified an ELF rate of 7.22 Hertz as having a paralyzing effect on humans and that they are experimenting with ELF transmitters mounted on their tanks to beam this at the enemy."

"These waves. Are they directional so the French soldiers don't harm themselves?" observed a listener.

Here we can only speculate. Perhaps the tank crews have to wear the French version of the Ludwig Vitasette. This is a pocket-sized ELF wave generator that generates a little, local field. This entrains the wearer's aura with a protective, positive 7.8 Hertz field. The Vitasette was given to German embassy personnel around the world to wear if they felt they needed it. Apparently the Russian Dr. Fausts are not particularly concerned about the effects of their broadcasts on their own people. Tom Bearden says the Russian TMTs are about 30 times as powerful as the earth's steady state field of about 8 Hertz -- though that field varies between 6.3 and 10 Hertz -- because we do live in a gigantic "variable capacitor", the earth's atmosphere, containing billions of electron-volts of energy, the "magical agent" of occult science.
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EMOTIONAL CONTROL IS THE BEST PROTECTION

As far as I can tell the Russian Woodpecker waves dont bother me, with feelings of panic or a drive to riot. The best guess is that they affect 25% of the population; presumably, people who are already emotionally unstable.

When we gave this talk at the Anderson Research Center in Los Angeles in February 1983, Anderson told me of receiving a letter from a woman in Oregon who feels that the Russian broadcasts are affecting her adversely. Andy wrote back and told her it was all mental, perhaps because she had read the spate of newspaper articles on the subject. These appeared briefly in 1978 and none since.

The signal we are picking up on our DX-55 receiver is not mental! And the reactions of subjects in clinical studies of ELF wave effects on humans register on physical instruments. Eugene, Oregon is at the end of the great electrical transmission line coming from Bonneville Power Dam in Washington, 750 miles. Bob Beck says this concentrates the Woodpecker signal there and it is terrible. The Russians are experimenting with several frequencies, other than the 9.49 cycles at 5.340 Megahertz.

One of our Oregon Associates sent me this news clip from the Eugene "Register-Guard" for April 28, 1981: "CENTRAL FIGURE IN RADIO SIGNAL CONVROVERSY DIES. A man whose body was found in a University of Oregon building Friday has been identified as Walter Steven Deposki, who was a central figure in a controversy about a mysterious radio signal monitored in Eugene three years ago. Deposki, 51, died of natural causes, according to Lane County Medical Examiner Ed Wilson.

"His body was found Friday afternoon in Science I, a CETA employee on campus where he worked as a clerical trainee in the psychology department since February. . . Wilson said an autopsy indicated that Deposki was suffering from heart disease -- coronary arterial sclerosis -- and from emphysema. In 1978 Deposki complained to public agencies, to scientists -- and finally to a Register-Guard reporter -- about the strange noises and vibrations he felt and heard in his Santa Clara area home.

"An investigation, led by an industrial hygienist at the U of O, which also included engineers and physicists, documented the existence of low-level pulse frequencies that occurred sporadically, mostly during the evening hours, in Deposki's home. The tests corresponded with times when Deposki said he was feeling vibrations or hearing noises. The same radio signal was detected at five other Eugene ground locations and was monitored as an extremely strong signal at 3,000 feet above Eugene.

"At the time, Deposki said the phenomenon was causing him continuing ear problems, headaches, insomnia and a heightened level of nervousness. Nine months after the 'mysterious radio signal' was reported by the Register-Guard and made headlines in newspapers across the country, experts were unable to agree about the source of the 4.75 megahertz signal. One scientist determined that the
4.75 signal was masking the presence of a 'pulsed' signal occurring at the relatively slow rate of 10 cycles per second or hertz. . . (Quoted from BSRF No. 19-A "ELF Waves, EEG Entrainment, Psychotronic Warfare and Welfare", $5.50 postpaid)

WE LIVE IN A VARIABLE CAPACITOR

![Diagram of a variable capacitor and the ionosphere]

Itzhak Bentov's Delightful Illustration Of The Earth As A Capacitor, From His Book, "Stalking The Wild Pendulum".

thus the "tuning" by the Solar Wind, Zodiacal and Galactic pressures. ELF wave signals sent out by the Tesla Transmitters oscillate back and forth between these layers. This electro-magnetic field carries a tremendous charge, billions of volts of electricity, revealed constantly all over the world by lightning flashes. The voltage gradient -- as the technicians call it -- rises at about 200 volts per meter; so the difference between my feet and my head if I am six feet tall, is about 400 volts. That's a lot of energy if you know how to tap it without being electrocuted.

Confirmation that the Great Pyramid at Giza in Egypt is a generator of energy is in the fact that the voltage gradient on the pyramid rises at 500 volts per meter! Over twice the average here in the United States. Pawlicki mentions this in his book "How To Build A Flying Saucer". We'll get to him later. We have this revealing anecdote from Peter Tompkins' "The Secrets of the Great Pyramid". (Continued in the next Journal)
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THE GROUND ZERO PAIRING PROJECT

"In the Soviet Union there are cities virtually identical to each and every American city. These Soviet cities are populated by people much like ourselves, living similar lives. The young people attend schools where they take courses and engage in extra-curricular club activities similar to those in American schools. The adults were in stores, offices and factories similar to ours, and enjoy forms of recreation in the cities and surrounding countryside similar to those enjoyed by American families and individuals.

"The Ground Zero Pairing Project seeks to establish 'linkages' between pairs of similar American and Soviet cities, linkages that would form an educational and communications bridge between the American people and the people of the Soviet Union.

"On November 23rd, hundreds of American cities inaugurated the Ground Zero Pairing Project with a simultaneous nationwide mailing of Portraits of their communities to their paired Soviet cities. Was your city one of those which chose to participate?

"If not, make the First Strike by people, not nuclear weapons, with a knock on the door to express a common concern, to form a communications bridge between the US and Soviet people. Promote mutual exchange and international understanding with a Community Portrait mailed to a paired Soviet city, with a request to Soviet agencies to educate all participants both here and in the Soviet Union."

Dr. Earl A. Molander, Ground Zero Pairing Project, PO Box 19049, Portland, Oregon 97219, or PO Box 75840, Washington, D.C., 20013

This "Pairing Project" looks like a major effort by the Occult Hierarchy -- and more specifically the Christ -- or Lord Maitreya if you prefer -- to counteract the hate-peddling of the political and religious leaders of the two nations, where the emphasis is on Piscean Age separateness. The emphasis of the incoming Aquarian Age is on togetherness.

"THE BRIDGE TO INFINITY" IS FINALLY AVAILABLE

"As you have shown interest in my research in the past I have today mailed you a review copy of my fourth book for comment. The title: 'The Bridge To Infinity, Harmonic 371244'. It contains updated material from my earlier works plus much more new data which I believe will promote debate. All the larger publishers now refuse to handle my work. Last year about 10,000 of my books were
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destroyed -- put through a shredder. I believe that pressure is being applied in order to close me down. To combat this my wife and I have formed our own small publishing company and from now on will publish our own material. If any of your readers are interested in my work I can mail copies of the book to them for $19.95 plus $2.40 surface postage, $7.00 air mail."

Bruce L. Cathie, Quark Enterprises Ltd.
158 Shaw Road, Oratia, New Zealand
Telephone 818-4291

If we needed any proof that Capt. Cathie's Grid System is fact, not fancy, government suppression of his published works by "book burning" is it -- not to mention covert pressure on his previous publishers to refuse his further manuscripts.

The chapter headings reveal the range of Cathie's borderland research: Mathematics of the World Grid, The harmonics of Greenwich, of the Geometries of the Earth, of the Great Pyramid, of Water, Temperature and Sound, of the Laser, of the Philadelphia Experiment, of Tunguska (the so-called meteorite), of Krakatoa, of Stonehenge, The Secrets of Levitation, and the Harmonics From Heaven, in which he figures the Grid relationship to the Vatican of certain saintly appearance phenomena, Garabandal, Fatima and Lourdes, etc.

Pawlicki points out that the great pyramid in south China is 120° from the pyramid at Cairo, Giza. This is an important tertiary node point in the Standing Wave of the World Power Grid and Cathie dwells on it in his chapter on "The Pyramids of Shensi":

"SHIMMERING WHITE, LIKE SOMETHING OUT OF A FAIRY TALE"

"During World War II the United States Airforce flew many missions across the Himalayan mountain range between India and China, in order to supply the Chinese armies with food and war materials. During one of these missions across so-called 'dead man's alley' one of the pilots, James Gaussman, had the misfortune to have trouble with his aircraft. One of the engines started cutting out, a terrifying experience in this type of country, where the normal weather conditions were such that if you tried to fly above the mountains you encountered icing conditions, and between the mountains you were met with thick fog and cloud.

"Gaussman figured that the fuel lines of the aircraft were freezing up and, although it was extremely dangerous, he had no option but to descend to a lower altitude. The engines began to run smoothly again and the aircraft was flown in a hazardous zig-zag fashion through the mountain tops. A rough flight pattern was carried out that would return him to his base in Assam, India. In his report to an intelligence officer he said, 'I banked to avoid a mountain and we came out over a level valley. Directly below was a gigantic, white pyramid. It looked like something out of a fairy tale. It was encased in shimmering white. This could have been metal, or some sort of stone. It was pure white on all sides. The remarkable thing..."
was the capstone, a huge piece of jewel-like material that could have been crystal. There was no way we could have landed, although we wanted to. We were struck by the immensity of the thing.'

"Gaussman encircled the pyramid three times then continued his hair-raising flight towards Assam. He finally sighted the Brahma-putra river below the plane, from which he was able to ascertain his position, and eventually landed at his home base none the worse for wear. He believes that the world will be amazed if the pyramid is ever found. 'There was nothing around it,' he said, 'just a big pyramid sitting out in the wilderness. I figure it was extremely old. Who built it? Why was it built? What's on the inside?'

SATELLITE SURVEILLANCE, CLASSIFIED TOP SECRET

"I, too, would like to know the answer to those questions," continues Cathie. "If there is anything there the scientists have probably already found it from the study of satellite photographs, but are keeping quiet about it.

"This whole general area has been shrouded in mystery for centuries, but now that we are able to scan the entire surface of the world by orbiting space cameras, it should not be long before many secrets will be solved. One piece, which is of extreme interest, in this part of the world, which may have a connection with the ancient sites is Lhasa in Tibet. It is said that since historical times the Lamas, and high priests of this mountain town have been guarding the secret knowledge of the ancients. Countless books have been written about the monasteries and the supposedly vast underground libraries in the area. Lhasa, they say, holds the key to the history of man.

"Did the high priests of Lhasa use the geometry of the Grid to create a global network for communication, and a means of delving into the laws of nature? If so, a calculator programme should indicate possible clues. . . "

Yup, they did, Bruce, and the Planetary Logos broke up their power base years ago through the physical plane agency of the Chinese Reds. Their vast libraries of Tantric Buddhist magick were scattered to the winds. The East-West magnetic currents of the 30° parallel are no longer polluted with their soul-destroying thought forms. One doesn't need a "calculator programme" to see the obvious. How far the Reds penetrated into the hundreds of miles of catacombs beneath Lhasa is the unanswered question; for much of that underground refuge must have collapsed in the great earthquake of August 15, 1950, as the Austrian internee, Heinrich Harrer, describes it in his book, "Seven Years In Tibet": "Our peaceful lessons were disturbed (with the young Dalai Lama) this summer by an untoward event. On August 15th a violent earthquake caused a panic in the Holy City. Another evil omen! The people had hardly got over their fright caused by the comet, which in the previous year had been visible by day and night like a gleaming horsetail in the heavens. Old people remembered that the last comet had been the precursor of a war with China.
"The earthquake came as a complete surprise, without premonitory tremors. The houses of Lhasa began suddenly to shake and one heard in the distance some forty dull detonations, caused no doubt by a crack in the crust of the earth. In the cloudless sky a huge glow was visible to the east. The aftershocks lasted for days. The Indian radio reported great landslides in the province of Assam, which borders Tibet. Mountains and valleys were displaced and the Brahmaputra, which had been blocked by a fallen mountain, caused immense devastation. It was not until a few weeks later that the news came to Lhasa of the extent of the catastrophe itself. The epicenter of the earthquake must have been in South Tibet. Hundreds of monks and nuns were buried in their rock monasteries and often there were no survivors to carry the news to the nearest district officer. Towers were split down the middle, leaving ruined walls pointing to the sky, and human beings, as if snatched by a demon's hand, disappeared into the suddenly gaping earth.

"The evil omens multiplied. Monsters were born. One morning the capital of the stone column at the foot of the Potala was found lying on the ground in fragments. In vain did the government send monks to the centers of ill-omen to banish the evil spirits with their prayers, and when one day in blazing summer weather water began to flow from a gargoyle on the cathedral the people of Lhasa were beside themselves with terror. . . ."

DONT LEAN AGAINST THE PILLARS OF THE TEMPLE

One wonders if the mighty 'quake was caused deliberately by the ritual magick of the monks in the underground city of Agharta. Even then the Chinese had begun their invasion of Tibet, threatening the priestly control of the unfortunate nation. The Prince of Darkness who controlled the nation from his cavern capital might have chosen to call on the Elements to frighten the Chinese into leaving Tibet, but only succeeded in accelerating the destruction of his empire. Let us hope the earthquake caused the cavern roofs to fall in on Agharta and freed its misguided inhabitants from their bodies. Those Power Grid Lines have their destructive as well as their constructive side. Nikola Tesla was well aware of this in his own discoveries eighty years ago, and this is why knowledge of the Grid or Ley lines was reserved only for Initiates, in ages past.

WHAT SAYS THE YADA?

From the Probert Seances of Aug 15 & 16, 1950, in answer to a question about the great earthquake recorded on seismographs all over the world: "The greatest part of it centered under the Caspian sea, opening great holes in the bottom of the sea and possibly causing tidal waves to bring great destruction. There is a motion of a long plunging down and then no motion for awhile."

"Wasn't the quake centered in other places, Yada?"

"Yes, also in Asia, China, and Turkey also. There have been many sections of the earth that have dropped in -- but not in one
place; so one cannot say it is in one spot. When the floor of the Caspian sea drops in that causes the same thing to happen in other places.

THE LAW OF COMPENSATION IS STILL ON THE BOOKS

"Now we have have said in the past," continued the Yada, "that man cannot go on doing what he is doing and expect to survive in a peaceful world; for as man thinks he acts; and as he acts he is creating a condition in the Etheric world; and he will get results in equal measure to what he puts out.

"Now as to these disasters coming to your earth. We have said that five times already man has been completely wiped off the earth. Your records, your anthropology shows serious lacks. Your Christian Bible merely tells of one creation. There have been others. If man has been wiped off the earth five times, there must have been five Creations. All of this may seem to you very unjust -- that the innocent should be brought to destruction -- as well as the guilty. But who is guilty? All mankind is guilty! For it is the mind of man that brings these things to pass. Have you not noticed the continued bad weather in the country where a war is going on? This is not caused by the firing of guns as your scientists suggest; it is in the thoughts of man acting with violence upon the ethers; and the ethers are going to react with violence on man.

"My friends, this is the beginning of what we have spoken of often before. We do not like to bring unhappy thoughts to you, but what is there we can do? Our hearts ache that we cannot make man awaken. But no great teacher ever came to earth to do more than awaken man; for they could only tap the consciousness of those already prepared for it."

Then another of the Inner Circle Controls took over, the Maharaja Natcha, here as seen and painted by Mark Probert. "My friends, I do not come to talk along philosophical lines this evening, but on the conditions of your earth. This quake that the earth has been subjected to was a very serious one. The reason why the seismograph stations were not able to locate the point of origin was simply because there was no single center, but a great, great chasm has been forming in the interior of the earth, especially under Asia Russia and Turkey. In all those places almost simultaneously there was the caving in and the terrific pressure of heat, steam, striking thousands of miles across the earth. Should a like action take place here on your West Coast it would immediately inundate almost all of California."

"Will it take place?" asked a guest.
"Friends," replied the Maharaja, "from Los Angeles, starting from Long Beach, clear up to Seattle, there is a terrific strain, called a fault, in which this could happen any time."

"What creates that?"

THE FUNCTIONS OF THE WORLD POWER GRID

"Many think that the Earth is a solid ball of matter. It is not. It is like, much like a bubble made up of stresses, lines of force working at tangents with one another, crossed lines. Have you ever -- and of course you have -- blown a soap bubble? And have you observed the structure of it? The entire thing is in constant motion. And this is, not only your Earth but all the heavenly bodies around it, they are made up of lines of forces held together by what is loosely called a positive-negative field."

Here, in 1950, the Maharaja is making an oblique reference to the World Power Grid and the Ley lines of force, termed an Icosa-Dodecahedron crystal. These are two inter-locked structures giving the Earth its form and sustaining it. John Sinkiewicz says the Icosa-hedron part is energy, masculine. The Dodecahedron part is form, feminine, thus "positive-negative".

"The interior of your earth is largely hollow," continued the Maharaja. "If it became solid, in that moment what you call your forces of gravity would be changed instantly. The pressure per square inch upon every structure, every form, would be instantly raised many hundreds of times. The results you can readily see: you would be mashed into the earth by the pressure of what appears to be nothing, gravity.

"Nor is the Earth a great mass of fire inside. There are, under the earth, places where man can live very comfortably; and indeed where he would be relieved of many of his ills. No, he would not find total darkness; for at certain depths there is light, a diffused glow from rocks and plant life, a kind of phosphorescent light. . . ."

"Did this earthquake that has just taken place do much damage to the surface of the earth?"

"Yes, it has shifted a great portion of the Himalayan terrain."

"It is populated?"

"It was densely populated, but there was a great loss of life -- much more than you will probably be told about. . . ."

Further comment by the Controls through Probert. The Yada di Shi-ite: "There is more to this than meets the eye, my friends, much more. It is one nation's desire for power or ownership of the earth."

"What was the purpose of the Etherquake and earthquake in the Himalayas?" asked Irene Probert.
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"The purpose or purposes were many, and to a degree they have accomplished their ends of mission," replied the Yada.

"Do you know, can you elaborate on that?"

"I had rather not."

"Was the earthquake the effect of prayer? Were the effects positive or negative?"

"They were much more positive than negative, although they did have negative qualities in them."

Later, January 15, 1951, the Chinese sage, Lao Tse revealed a little more when a guest at that Probert seance asked, "Will the Reds take Lhasa?"

"The Chinese Reds will take Lhasa and maybe make a compromise with the Lhasa government for the teachings (Tantric Buddhism) to go on as before -- and for the return of the Dalai Lama."

"Isn't there a higher group of people in the Himalayas and Tibet capable of controlling these events?"

"Yes, they exercise power on the Himalaya mountains and are in the India side -- by quakes. They didn't complete the work which was to close all paths leading to Lhasa."

"Will India benefit from all these events?"

"Records show India is to undergo a great change," replied Lao Tse. "It must come for India is dying. Only change can bring life back to her. China too is dying, only change can bring life again."

"This country, the U.S.A?"

"It must survive."

"Should we stay on this West coast or go away?"

"I don't like to speak of safety for individuals. It is like other things. What are you afraid of, or not afraid of? Your rushing-around-chariots kill more people every year than a war! Where is any safety?"

"Is it better to have a change in India?" asked Dr. W.

"Yes! It is through the youth of India that decay and corruption will be outrooted so that India will have new blood. The Maharajas owned India, like others in China (and the Lamas in Tibet) and had the people as slaves -- permitted only to die and live in filth. Yes, India and China shall rise again."

"What will be the state of society?" asked Dr. W.

"Birth shall be controlled. Allowing promiscuous breeding has destroyed many a great civilization. Those coming into being shall be educated from the day they are born. Let us offer a prayer that that time be hastened." And Lao Tse withdraws. (From BSRF 10-0, of the Probert Seances, $3.00 postpaid)
National Enquirer, July 12, 1983 "The restless ghost of John F. Kennedy is haunting the sets of the TV miniseries 'Kennedy', claimed stunned members of the cast. 'The spirit of Jack Kennedy has been with this production from the start -- it's an eerie thing,' actor Martin Sheen, who plays the murdered president, told a colleague...

"What's more, filming of the seven-hour miniseries reenacting the 1000 days of the Kennedy presidency has repeatedly been disrupted by the mysterious disappearance of Kennedy memorabilia and the Morse-code blinking of flood lights on the film set.

"Many members of the cast and crew have been frightened by the Kennedy ghost and the eerie problems on the set,' says an extra working on the production, who saw the ghost walking outside the mansion where the Kennedy compound scenes were shot. 'Kennedy was walking along the beach shoving his hands in his coat pockets. The style was unmistakable -- it was actually John F. Kennedy. I turned around and ran inside the house. My heart was pounding like it was going to explode.'

"Adds an actor who played a Kennedy butler, 'Every time someone reported seeing the ghost, mysterious happenings would occur. Historic newspapers and magazines vanished, straw Kennedy campaign hats disappeared and the radiators of the 1960s Cadillacs boiled over. It was the most horrifying experience of my life -- it was as if the spirit of Kennedy was tinkering with every step of the production.'

"Another extra said the reenactment of Kennedy's 1960 victory speech at the Hyannis National Guard Armory repeatedly was disrupted by the flashing of floodlights used to illuminate the armory 'like an SOS Morse code signal. It was so disruptive that it took three hours and several takes to get the 10 minute scene right.'

"A makeup woman who worked on actor Sheen said the blinking lights were particularly hard on him. 'I know a nervous actor when I see one and Sheen was a nervous man.'"

THE "FRENCH CONNECTION" WITH THE ASSASSINATION

The anniversary issue of the "National Enquirer", Nov. 22, 1983 carried a feature article on the French terrorist Jean Rene Souetre who "today runs a casino in a town in France" but on Nov. 22, 1963 was in Dallas, Texas under an assumed name! Bernard Fensterwald, Jr.
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Washington DC attorney "unsuccessfully sued for release of all U.S. intelligence documents mentioning Souetre. In his court papers Fensterwald cited evidence of a French Connection he had turned up in released CIA and FBI documents plus information he'd personally obtained from French intelligence sources.

"We may have found the actual killer -- and that man is still alive and available for questioning," declared Fensterwald, executive director of the Committee to Investigate Assassinations and former counsel to various Senate subcommittees for 12 years. 'This opens up a whole new line of thinking on the assassination -- yet every effort to explore it further has been blocked.'

"A 1964 CIA memo says French intelligence knew Souetre, 'alias Michel Mertz' was in Dallas, Texas the afternoon JFK was shot. The memo added that the French believed Souetre was deported -- possibly to Canada or Mexico -- 48 hours later. 'The French were concerned because (French president Charles) de Gaulle planned a visit to Mexico (on March 15, 1964. They would like to know the reason for his (Souetre's) expulsion from the U.S. and his destination.'

"The FBI apparently already knew Souetre may have been involved in JFK's death. They tailed one of his former friends, Dr. Lawrence Alderson of Houston 'for a month' after the tragedy, Alderson told the ENQUIRER. 'When the FBI finally came to interview me (about six weeks after the assassination), they told me they had traced Souetre to Dallas a day before the assassination and lost him. They told me they felt Souetre had either killed JFK or knew who had done it. And they wanted to know who in Washington had had him flown out of Dallas.'

Dr. Alderson said he volunteered in 1977 to tell the House Assassinations Committee 'everything I knew about Souetre' -- but, incredibly, they never talked to him. . ."

The Dallas police picked up 12 suspects in and around Dealy Plaza that afternoon and Jean "Michel Mertz" Souetre may have been one of them; but because MIRO had already set up Lee Oswald as the lone assassin and fall guy, all the suspects were released and their identities kept secret from the public.

"APPOINTMENT IN DALLAS" THE SECOND GUN

Fensterwald's massive "encyclopedia" of the central figures in the crime, "Coincidence or Conspiracy", a 592 page Zebra Book paperback, published by Kensington Pub. Co., 321 Fifth Ave., New York, NY 10017, for $2.50 in 1977, contains interesting information on the second Lee Harvey Oswald, but it took one of the top cops
of the nation, Hugh McDonald, to track down and identify one of the other hired guns in the Conspiracy who, in his book "Appointment In Dallas", he names only as Saul.

Fensterwald writes: "Hugh McDonald's long career began in the military during the 1940s when he was second in command of the nation's largest Military Intelligence School, at Ft. MacArthur, California. During the 1950s McDonald served as Chief of Police at various times in several California cities, and then went on to become a Security Consultant for billionaire Howard Hughes, working for Hughes Aircraft. During the 60s, Hugh McDonald was a member of the Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department, from which he was retired as Chief of Detectives in 1967. Additionally he was selected by the Republican National Committee in 1964 to be Chief of Security for Senator Barry Goldwater's Presidential campaign. McDonald is perhaps better known as the inventor of the 'Identi-Kit' criminal identification process which is now in standard use by police in many nations. He is also the author of three books, including 'The Psychology of Police Interrogation', which are now standard texts in most police academies throughout the nation.

"Hugh McDonald says he first saw the man who he claims later murdered President Kennedy, in late April of 1961. McDonald writes that he first met this professional hit man 'Saul', at CIA headquarters in the office of Herman Kimsey, a ranking CIA official. 'Saul' was highly upset over what he felt was a CIA double cross during the Bay of Pigs invasion. McDonald stated that it wasn't until 1964, during his security work for Goldwater that Herman Kimsey explained the full details of Saul's role in the Dallas murder during a three-hour conversation with McDonald, and also warned him that his life would be 'worthless' if he ever revealed the information. McDonald asked Kimsey if the CIA had been connected with the hiring of Saul for the assassination, and says that Kimsey answered:

THE WAY THE COMPANY OPERATES

"'Are you crazy? Of course not! This man was a free lance, open to offers. That's not the way the Company operates. That's one of the reasons this story has to be kept quiet. No matter how it came out, the image of the Company would be seriously hurt. . . When he (Saul) first talked to me about it, he felt there might have been a government connection. You know the rules of the game, Hugh, on a job like this, the less one knows, the better. He finally came to feel that the man who hired him was working for a private
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group, that that group had strong government connections.'

"McDonald, who spent over five years investigating the information given to him by his CIA friend, further writes Kimsey told him that: 'He (Soul-less Saul) first met the man who hired him to kill the President in 1961, at the staging camp in Guatemala for the Bay of Pigs invasion (of Cuba). At that time at least, he felt that this man had a connection with the U.S. Government. When he saw him next, it was in Haiti and the meeting took place in a house that could have been United States Government property of some kind.'

IT WILL NEVER BE PROPERLY INVESTIGATED

"McDonald claims that after years of complex dealings with various European intelligence operatives, he finally located (Soul-less) Saul in London, England in June of 1972, where Saul confirmed that Herman Kimsey's account had been accurate. Saul appeared confident that McDonald would be unable to interest any U.S. law enforcement authorities in the information, and he was contemptuous of McDonald for thinking that the conspiracy would ever really be properly investigated. Saul explained that Lee Harvey Oswald had been entrapped as the 'patsy' or fall guy in the conspiracy and was to have originally been murdered even sooner after the assassination than he was. McDonald writes that Saul provided a graphic description of his shooting of the President which was carried out with a sophisticated semi-automatic weapon: '... When I first brought the President's head into my telescopic sight, he was leaning forward at an appreciable angle. My cross hairs were exactly on the back of his skull. ... Just as my gun fired, the President straightened up from his forward position. ... I realized that my first shot was low and to the right. Almost instinctively, I took the bead again on the back of the President's head and fired. This bullet blew out the right side of his head.'"

It turns out that CIA Supervisor Kimsey's life was 'worthless' also; for he is now dead and unavailable to confirm his revelations to Hugh McDonald; who, according to Fensterwald, "has offered to turn over his entire file on the matter to Congressional investigators, testify under oath, and submit to a life detector test." Hugh McDonald is a brave and courageous man for having dedicated himself to the revelation of this state secret. In the 20 years since the assassination all of the major witnesses to the assassination have died violent deaths -- with the exception of former governor Connally of Texas.

I call the professional assassin Soul-less Saul because his Higher Self has fled long, long ago. He is now guided by his Lower Self, his Dweller on the Threshold or Unihipili (Oo-nee-hee-pee-lee) as the Hawaiian Kahuna calls it. H.P. Blavatsky warned her Students of the Mysteries in London in the 1880s that they 'rubbed elbows' with such soul-less mortals in everyday life. There are millions of them on this planet, dedicated to their own self-aggrandizement and thrilling to the evil power which flows through them.
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LIVE BY THE SWORD, DIE BY THE SWORD

Is President Reagan headed for a fate similar to that of Jack Kennedy? It looks like it as the crypto-Nazi "contras" carry out their brutal raids in Nicaragua. United Press International reported on Oct. 18th that the Contras killed 32 inhabitants and burned three food distribution centers in Pantasma. These right-wing terrorists, trained by the CIA and Green Berets, and armed with American weapons, also destroyed a silo for grain, a coffee warehouse, two peasant-cooperative buildings and an adult-education center.

At the time of the Bay of Pigs invasion of Cuba in the Kennedy Administration years ago, the CIA predicted that there would be a "popular uprising" against the Castro regime. It didn't happen. Now the CIA is predicting there will be a popular uprising against the Sandinista government of Nicaragua. It isn't happening. The Contras are closely associated with the hated National Guard of the bloody, ruthless Fascist dictatorship of Somoza, and the Nicaraguan people know only too well that Somoza was propped up on the throne by the United States Marines after 21 years of occupation of Nicaragua.

The British aid agency, Oxfam, reports "invading opposition forces are specifically choosing targets amongst civilian population, especially those identified as organizers of health, educational, agricultural and other grass-roots social and economic involvement work". Is it likely that any of these tactics will bring the "military" victory demanded by President Reagan? Quite the opposite! The Nicaraguan people will continue to support a revolution which brought them agrarian reform, education and national pride which they never had under Somoza.

$100 million of our tax money has gone into the war against Nicaragua in two years. Our elected representatives in Congress should cut off any more support before karmic reaction makes us worse off than we are now, as record snowfalls, record floods, storms, tornadoes and violent winds rage across the country -- and we have not even paid off the karma of ten years of war in Vietnam! It is true we must pray for peace in 1984, but is God likely to answer our prayers if they include the war-making institutions which dominate our economic and political life? "Be ye not deceived, God is not mocked. For whatsoever a man -- or a woman -- or a nation -- soweth, that shall he -- or she -- or the nation -- also reap."

THE SICK-MAKING INSTITUTIONS MUST GO, TOO!
Letter to the Editor of "Health Freedom News": "In April 1983 you published a letter from Paul Obis, Editor-in-Chief of 'Vegetarian Times' in which he stated that although initially skeptical of immunizations, a thorough look at subject of same had convinced him that immunizations had indeed contributed to the decline, if not the eradication of our worst diseases.

"Is he speaking of polio? Well, since the early 1960s the sta-
statistics for polio do not reflect the true picture. At that time, the criteria for deciding what is and is not polio was changed at the Centers for Disease Control. Prior to the 1960s, anything that was polio was counted as such. Since that time, we now have something called the 'Best Available Paralytic Polio Count', which includes as polio only those cases which have paralysis remaining after 60 days. Hence we see a decline right there based on falsified data. Also, it was decided that many non-paralytic cases would now be called something else, such as aseptic meningitis (see the Los Angeles County Health Index in the early 1960s). Dirty pool? You bet it is!

"For those who think smallpox has truly been eradicated, read carefully the fact that 'monkeypox' looks like and is smallpox, but heaven forbid we call it by its rightful name lest the people be disillusioned after the World Health Organization declared the world smallpox free.

"Look at the swine flu vaccine which caused Guillain-Barre Syndrome (a fancy French name for polio). It is a known fact, even from the vaccinators' own lips that many vaccinations can end in polio.

"Dr. Frederick Klenner of North Carolina once commented that people who might need the effects of vaccination (if it truly worked as claimed) cannot accept the vaccination; and those who dont need it, why bother?

"My personal feeling is that no one needs it; the best thing to do is learn prevention of disease through proper nutrition, getting rid of pollution and stress, and learning to care properly for those who might become diseased.

"As for Mr. Obis' statement that immunizations contributed to the eradication or decline of some diseases, this is just not true. They were declining before vaccinations became a mass project, and their use has contributed to the degenerative diseases, such as cancer, arthritis, multiple sclerosis. It has been a known fact for some time now that when you vaccinate, you seed the body for future trouble.

"I applaud the National Health Federation for its present aim of overcoming mandatory vaccination. If there are those who think it is the greatest thing to come down the pike, let them take their shots. But for those of us who have more respect for our bodies, let us have the choice. I am tired of having the medicos dictate to me that vaccine is imperative and, worst of all, mandatory."

Marilyn Gavran
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Yup, there is one and Ed Skilling and I lived under it for a day or so when we helped inaugurate a metaphysical study group in sin city on the desert. It's a huge space ship, on a hundred-foot pylon, overshadowing Orbit Inn in downtown Las Vegas. How appropriate for our illustrated lecture on the World Power Grid, which contains charts showing how Flying Saucers make "freeways" of the Master Grid lines. No doubt Vegas itself is at one of the crossing points of major or minor Grid or Ley lines criss-crossing Nevada and intersecting at Jackass Flats where the Nuclear Regulatory Commission sets off underground explosions of ever more deadly atomic weapons.

It was Saturday, October 15th, and about 40 people gathered in the Convention Center on the top, fourth floor of the hotel. Al Abel and Gene Applegarth sponsored this gathering of interested people who had met informally from time to time before. There were Dowsers, Healers, UFO researchers, electronic engineers -- including one young Tesla devotee with impressive pictures of lightning displays from large Tesla Magnifying Transmitters of his own construction. His ELF wave broadcasts blanked out military communications in the area. He was politely asked to cease and desist such experimentation. No doubt there were government agents in our audience.

The Las Vegas touch was there, an open bar on one side of the convention hall. "When in Rome" so I ordered and enjoyed a Cuba Libra after my talk, while Ed explained and demonstrated his TENS devices for controlling pain. He sold several afterwards, including one to the Bartendress. There was no honorarium; but Ed sold several TENS; and I sold enough literature and Journal subscriptions to more than make up the trip expense. The sponsors did reserve and pay for our hotel rooms. Al and Gene plan on having more meetings on a regular basis; so for more information write to G. Applegarth, 6201 Carl Ave., Las Vegas, Nevada 89108 or phone 702-648-7687.

THOSE CAVERN WORLD PORTALS ARE STILL WELL GUARDED

From an Editorial in Richard Toronto's "Shavertron", November 1983 issue: "In the wake of this storm (psychological, not physical, which caused Toronto to "roll down his desk, unplug his typewriter and wait 'til it all blew over") several of us have fallen by the wayside, one of whom SHAVERTRON readers will remeber as Charles Marcoux, the itinerant Cavern explorer from the early days of the Shaver Mystery. Here is what happened: As told in past issues Marcoux was on the trail of a hot new lead for a Cavern entrance that allegedly would lead him to a colony of friendly Teros. Well, since his last
installment of 'I Live With the Teros' in Shavertron #16, Charles and his wife Lorene moved from Phoenix, Arizona to Cushman, Arkansas so they would be close to Blowing Cave, the supposed portal to the Teros. They set up house in a leased mobile home trailer in September, just two months ago. While out on a hike near the cave entrance the Marcoux's were attacked by a swarm of yellow-jackets, which stung them. Continuing on, Charles mentioned something about being tired. He sat down -- and that was it. He died almost instantly, on Sept. 23rd, less than a month after relocating. Although Marcoux and SHAVERTRON'S editor differed on many viewpoints, he will be missed as one of the few, the very few, who took it upon themselves to try and PROVE the Shaver Mystery to the public by physically going out and searching for Cavern entrances.

"The Wight manuscript, and all its information about this particular portal, Blowing Cave, is now going by the wayside unless there are others who want to take Charles' place -- as a searcher, that is. Bruce Walton has expressed some desire to do so, as has Mary Davis, editor of THE HOLLOW HASSLE, who had to cancel her planned trip to the cave because of the usual Shaver Mystery problems' that cropped up.

"As you can see, the Shaver Mystery goes on, and the secret is still watched over by the Ray Guards of the Portals. So anyone who intends to look for entrances must face this possibility of confusion and, possibly, death. Readers who contemplate just such a trip may like to read some of Richard Shaver's comments concerning cavern exploration in the SMC Letterzine section of this issue..."

(SHAVERTRON is published three times a year, $9 a year, PO Box 1708, San Anselmo, California 94960.)

Yes, the Deros -- and other Elemental Forces in the interior of the earth -- dont take kindly to any uninitiated humans who try to invade their domain. Here's a quote from my review of the Shaver Mystery in BSRF No. 2-E, "The Reality of the Cavern World", $3.00 post-paid: "As far as Mr. Shaver is concerned our situation is hopeless. He believes that we'll never get any secrets from the caves. He believes that the beings down there, whether human or non-human, have so much power that if they wanted to come to the surface they could just take over, or wipe us out. He says they dont do that because we are useful to them."

Max Heindel writes in "The Rosicrucian-Cosmo Conception" that a person must have taken the nine lesser initiations and the first of the Great Initiations before he or she has enough emotional control to successfully cope with the pagan powers of the interior of the earth. These initiations are well described in John Uri Lloyd's American occult classic, "Etidorhpa", and in Percival's "Thinking and Destiny".

Like many another Student of the Mysteries Trevor James Constable was curious about Richard Shaver's Cavern World material and posed the question to Ashtar, and received this reply: "At the core of your planet there dwells a greatly degenerated race, an astral race
which is degenerate, not so much in science but in every moral respect as you know and understand it. They are capable of space flight within the astral regions around the earth but are earth-bound. They are the forces of Eranus, whom you call Satan. They emerge at the South Pole. On your surface they have allies who are without morals and without mercy. I give you this information that you may be aware of their existence. I enjoin you to forever close any researches into this astral activity, in the interests of your own safety." (From Trevor James' "They Live In the Sky")

"THE REALITY OF THE CAVERN WORLD" - Transcript of an illustrated talk by Riley Hanserd Crabb on the interior the earth and those who live in it. This includes comment and analysis of: The origin of the Serpent Race, a Magickal Ceremony for evoking Cavern Dwellers in the Alps, the Shaver Mystery and the Deros, the Catacomb of Hal Saflini on Malta, Human Dwarfs and 20-foot Giants, the Kingdom of Pan -- Fauns and Satyrs, the Planes of Consciousness in the Earth according to Max Heindel, and a Message from an Earth God. ESRF No. 2-E, 33 pages, 8½x11, printed, postpaid. . . . . . $5.00

"FLYING SAUCERS ON THE MOON" -- Transcript of a talk in which Director Crabb claims that the Moon is an inhabited Flying Saucer base, backed up with a brief review of 200 years of astronomical observations of the Moon. There are drawings of what appear to be inhabited communities in some craters, and the movement of landed space ships. In the 1960s Mr. Crabb hoped that the projected Apollo race to the moon would to what the Flying Saucer phenomenon hadn't done, expand the consciousness of mankind. Then President Nixon got his final revenge on Jack Kennedy, he canceled the remainder of the Apollo Project. The last portion of the talk is given over to an explanation of the Etheric worlds, of the occult or hidden side of the Moon and its control over the sex life of man. The Archangel of the Moon, Gabriel, is the God of Dreams. Here is a hint as to why the Astronauts experience a "break off" in consciousness at high altitudes. ESRF 2-F, illustrated, 41 pages. . . . $3.00
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